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We are proud to present some of our new ventures.

- The new building in Herning, Denmark at pages 12, 13, 14, 15

- Performance, a new company to conjugate logistic to e-commerce at pages 8 and 9

- The new logistic warehouse in LISCATE (Milan) pag. 10 and 11

- ALPI Portugal, pag. 18 and 19

- ALPI Livorno 16 and 17

News and Events of our Company to complete this issue.

Enjoy reading.

Piero Albini
ALPI Baltika and “Swedish Crayfish Party 2017”

“Crayfish Party” is a traditional summer party. Alpi BaltiKa is partner of Swedish Chamber of Commerce. A real opportunity to share projects with customers and partners.

ALPI Netherlands & “Nederlandse Brandwonden Stichting”, a dutch burns foundation.

ALPI Portugal & Team Building Weekend

ALPI Partner of STIB Fair in Barcellona
NEWS & EVENTS

ALPI Galata Motto: Work Hard and Be Sporty!

ALPI Galata supports its employees who make sport. In particular, who is preparing for the Ironman race that will be held next month in Antalya.

The London Textile Fair,
July 2017

ALPI is sponsor and partner of The London Textile Fair which attracts over 6000 visitors and 400 exhibitors.
Location: The Business Design Centre, 52 Upper Street, Islington, London N1 0QH.

ALPI & Gateway Global Logistics

ALPI & Gateway Global Logistics

X4MANS Performance – Innovative Project, Digital Office, Amazing Team
MA.RA Logistics Quality
ALPI Warehouses Review

ALPI Eesti – “Successful Estonian Company 2017”

Macedonia:
New Country and New Agent

Florence, Pitti Filati 01
ALPI Belgium 25th Anniversary

NEWLOGISCIWAREHOUSES REVIEW - ALPI POLONIA

New Logistics Warehouse in Liscate, Milano
NEWS & EVENTS

The London Textile Fair

“La Spola”:
Federico Albini

Toronto, Canada.
INDEX a Doha

“Albini & Pitigliani: all services for your business online, logistic and all you need”
We can fulfill every aspect to sell your products on line

- We choose the right platform to develop your e-commerce after a careful analyse of your necessities and make your website accessible for any kind of device.
- We offer a complete infrastructure with tools and software to manage every logistic aspect of your e-commerce: quality control, integration of ERP and CRM, personalized packaging, collaboration with couriers and reverse management.
- We schedule strategies to promote your e-commerce and program activities that permit you to be found into search engines and on social networks.
- We dedicate the best experts to satisfy all client requests. Our solution foresees two phases: Pre-sales to be able to guide the user to the purchase and After sales for customer loyalty.

From our experience in the logistic area, a new start-up from Albini&Pitigliani was born dedicated to e-commerce.

We developed an innovated and integrated solution to simplify online sales. Do you know how many complexities brings an E-commerce? X4ManS is an integrator of solutions and was developed to guide companies that don’t have a fully knowledge of the digital system.
A single point of reference for your online business can turn your management more efficient maximizing your sales.

Visit our website WWW.X4MANS.COM

Ask information without any commitment at the following e-mail address info@x4mans.com or call our number 055 8811457.
THROUGH THIS EXPERIENCED NETWORK WE ARE ALSO ABLE TO HANDLE TRANSPORTATIONS BETWEEN THIRD COUNTRIES.

OUR EXPERIENCE, FLEXIBILITY AND KNOWLEDGE THE

Thanks to the ALPI Group, ALPI Belgium also offers transportation directly from Italy to the rest of the world. Many clients (especially in fashion) use this service which is very efficient, fast and less expensive than having the goods shipped to Belgium and afterwards re-routed to the production countries all over the world. The company provides customer-made solutions for any specific need of its customers. ALPI Belgium and Sotiaux International are both customs agencies. Sotiaux International provides fiscal representation on VAT for various customers in different countries and also has a bonded warehouse. Road freight lines (import and export Italy) have approximately 30 trucks a week with very short transit times all over Italy. Direct departures from Milano, Como, Reggio Emilia, Prato, Verona, Pordenone, Civitanova Marche, Rome and Napoli.
THE NEW
IN HERNING,
DENMARK, IS FINALLY READY!

IT COUNTS ALMOST 120 EMPLOYEES AND IT HAS A TOTAL SURFACE OF 20,000 M²:
• warehouse 8,000 m²
• terminals 8,000 m²
• office 4,000 m²

To show the final result to customers and ALPI family, more than 400 guests enjoyed a celebratory event at the new Headquarters in honor of the 25th Anniversary of ALPI Danmark.

Customers, partners, and colleagues came to share together this important milestone and to visit the new Danish logistics center.
Thus, small enough to be always close to our customers’ needs but at the same time big and structured to meet the challenges of the market on the supply of services and the competitiveness.

Our Agency is based in the industrial area of Livorno and has been operating for many years in international transport. Thanks to its lean and dynamic organization, and its close cooperation with the Head Office and sister companies, ALPI LIVORNO is able to meet all the requirements relating to the management of incoming and outgoing shipments, be it maritime transport, airfreight or overland transport.

Our organization can handle any kind of shipment, from small parcels to oversized machinery. However, over the years, we have developed specific expertise in some industry sectors (food, dry and perishable goods, paper & packaging, mechanics & spare parts, chemicals, leather), that generates value for our customers and makes us distinguished in terms of reliability and support.

With more than 35 years of experience, ALPI LIVORNO is now a reference freight forwarder for many Italian and foreign companies.
THE AFFILIATE COMPANY OF THE ALBINI & PITIGLIANI GROUP (WHERE THE ACRONYM ‘ALPI’ DERIVES FROM), ALPI LIVORNO SRL IS AN INTERNATIONAL FORWARDING AGENCY THAT CAN COMBINE THE FLEXIBILITY OF THE SMALL BUSINESS WITH THE STRENGTH OF THE LARGE GROUP.

AIR TRANSPORT
• Cargo protection against damage and Build-up ULD
• Own consolidation, urgent service
• Buyers consolidation
• Cargo freighter size
• Fresh & dry products handling
• Fresh & dry pick ups

OCEAN TRANSPORT
• FCL service
• Scheduled LCL service
• Buyers consolidation
• Bulk cargo
• Fresh & dry products handling
• Fresh & dry pick ups

LOGISTICS
• Warehousing
• About 80,000 square meter
• Pick & Pack
• Late pick up
• Same day pick up
• CCTV camera

Alpi Livorno as new team leader for the development of the food & beverage industry. Able to support your sales campaign with know-how and competitive FCL pricing procured for this specific vertical market.

Alpi Livorno has skills in the handling of all sorts of foods: from dry to chilled and frozen. We are presently working on the set up of regular LCL Reefer service from Italy to New York that should see it’s kick off in Spring 2018, and from Italy to Israel. These are the first trade lanes but we definitely are ready to support other partners of the Alpiworld Group in any countries that are interested in this unique service.

We presently handle a variety of food commodities such as Olive oil, Tomatoes, bakery products, cheese, sweets, wine and more.
ALPI Portugal will be commemorating his 25th anniversary next year and we are so proud to share with our friends a part of our history, facts about our company and about the country we represent and is so fashionable nowadays – Portugal. ALPI did start in 2003 offering in the market an excellent service to Italy, but that was basically all we did by that time, based on a staff of 6 persons and a nice small warehouse.

**OVER THE YEARS THE COMPANY HAS GROWN TO NUMBERS, WHICH FOR PORTUGAL ARE QUITE SIGNIFICANT, SUCH AS:**
- Staff of 46 persons;
- Head office in Porto of 500 sqm together with a warehouse of 6000 sqm, operated by a staff of 40 persons;
- Branch in Mealhada with an office of 200 sqm and a warehouse of 1200 sqm, operated by a staff of 6 persons.

Our goal is to continue to grow mainly cooperating with the ALPI network, which is a guarantee for quality and reliable services. Nowadays we can offer all freight forwarding related services, such as truck, sea, air, warehousing, picking, distribution, logistics and customs and with the volume built we are sure to offer to the market an excellent ratio price/quality.

**OUR NUMBERS ARE SUCH AS:**
- **Land**: 66,000,000 Kgs, 45,000 shipments
- **Sea**: 2,000 containers
- **Air**: 100,000 Kgs

Surely our Italian DNA will always be in our company, but our trades to/from Denmark, Sweden, Germany, Benelux, U.K., Spain, Morocco for road and USA/Canada for sea are now a quality reference in the market.

The reasons for our success are not only being hardworking and efficient but also to have fun as a team on several occasions - this is an important factor to keep us closer ones to the others and to enable us being closer to our customers and business partners.

**THE FUTURE WILL SURELY BE AS BRIGHT AS OUR PORTUGUESE SUN...**
unlimited dining options, diverse ethnic neighborhoods and shopping, urban adventure and recreational pursuits, history and architectural walks, fine arts and culture - the list is endless. Along with the popular tourist venues and activities covering the gamut of attractions, there are many quirky, fun, trendy hangouts and unique places to explore in San Francisco - even fussy locals (or people in the know) like to enjoy and hang out in many of these cool places.
OFF THE GRID FOODIE GATHERINGS

It's a party all around San Francisco and food truck venues and events are popular all around the city. Off the Grid events host gatherings at different areas around the city on certain days (mostly lunch time frames). Over 32 trendy food trucks participate and form a week(end) party bash with music and entertainment along with some pretty tasty international food offerings done with creative bites or full meals. You get to sample everything from tasty pork buns, chocolate tacos to crème brulée carts along with on-site brewery and bar service serving the up a thirsty public.

Miles of natural coastlines and trails are connected from Ocean beach through Lands End and continuing to the Golden Gate bridge. This extends all the way to Crissy fields in the Marina district. The entire coastal range of the Golden Gate National Recreational Area is open for hiking and exploring nature, the coastline and beaches within the city. Whether you walk around the Cliff House and Sutro Baths below, or hike through the trail head along Lands End, the views are pretty amazing and seeing nature in the city is a pretty cool experience in spite of being in a dense urban area.

Fashionistas, foodie and locavore people and the typical coffee crowd hang out in the every neighborhood in the city – one of the most popular and continually expanding is the Valencia street thoroughfare from 13th street to Caesar Chavez Blvd. Both sides of Valencia street are lined with the coolest fashion, design, food, café/coffee culture and mix of bizarre and cool shops catering to trendy and young audiences. You will find a lot of quirky shops including Paxton Gate at 824 Valencia – it’s an eclectic shop filled with taxidermy, carved bone, petrified wood and fossils and odd-looking and exotic plants for those who have a taste for the unusual and not boring.

Find a hilltop anywhere in the city and you will get some pretty far out views. This includes popular tourist spots like Twin Peaks and Diamond Heights. Also consider visiting local favorite spots like Corona Heights, Delores Park or Bernal Heights in the Mission district. Take a drive or walk up to any of these hilltops and bring a picnic and you’ll be amazed with the magnificent panoramic views of the entire city.

Nothing like walking the entire distance of the Golden Gate Bridge and seeing beautiful vistas of the city and entire bay from both sides of the bridge. Just completed - the East Bay extension of the San Francisco Bay Bridge will include walking or bike paths all the way to Treasure Island.

The new expansion is now open to bikers and walkers on marked paths from the East Bay extension, to find out more information visit their website here. I also love to walk the Golden Gate bridge and enjoy the details and history of the bridge, you can check out a recent post I did on the bridge here.
SFMOMA is dedicated to making the art for our time a vital and meaningful part of public life. For that reason we assemble unparalleled collections.
Create exhilarating exhibitions, and develop engaging public programs. In all of these endeavors, we are guided by our enduring commitment to fostering creativity and embracing new ways of seeing the world.
With one foot in the past and one in the future, the 50-year-old Caesars Palace remains an icon of Sin City decadence. Caesars is one of the last old-school properties remaining, and few Las Vegas casinos can match it in atmosphere. But before you hit the table games, poker room or baccarat pit, mug up on the subject. The Gamblers General Store in Downtown Vegas has a library of "how to" gaming books as well as gifts. If poker’s your game, head to the Bellagio, where you might see some of the world’s top players in action, or Downtown’s legendary Golden Nugget, where you can match your skills with anonymous, grizzled veterans who look like they haven’t left their seat at the table in decades.
lasvegas

One word: erosion. When hiking along one of the canyon’s rims, look down and try to spot the tiny ribbon below. That’s the Colorado River. This river has wound its way through the various layers you see on the canyon’s walls for millions of years carving a gorge of epic proportions. Water and wind erode rock and sweep it away. It’s hard to imagine that the river was once on top.

ARE YOU WONDERING HOW THE GRAND CANYON WAS FORMED?

If you’d rather stick to slots or video poker, head to the Palms, where the payouts are above average, or the off-Strip Gold Coast or Circus Circus, both of which offer glimpses into Vegas’ vintage past. Changing entertainment trends mean that, today, the Strip is populated with less production shows and more resident headliners—A-list musicians and bands that set up shop in casino showrooms for extended runs that translate all the production value of a massive tour into a far more intimate experience. Whenever you visit, somebody will be putting on a show, so check the calendar then book your tickets to see Celine Dion, Elton John, J. Lo, Cher, Bruno Mars, Backstreet Boys or Reba, Brooks & Dunn in concert.
WHAT WAS ONCE AN OUTDOOR AD CAMPAIGN FOR A HOUSING DEVELOPMENT CALLED HOLLYWOODLAND HAS TURNED INTO AN ICONIC SIGN FOR THE CITY.

CRUISE MULHOLLAND DRIVE • One of the world’s most famous scenic drives, Mulholland Drive, winds from the Hollywood Hills across the spine of the Santa Monica Mountains and west towards the Pacific Ocean. There are several overlooks from which to take in the picture-perfect views of the city.

TREAT YOURSELF AT SWEET ROSE CREAMERY • Satisfy your sweet tooth at Sweet Rose Creamery. With 12 or more home-made ice cream flavors daily, as well as fruit pops, sundaes, milkshakes, cakes and pies, you may find yourself coming back for seconds and thirds.

EXPLORE CHINATOWN • Dating back to 1938, the first established Chinatown in America is brimming with cultural history woven into a bustling community. There are restaurants, shops, a farmers market and walking tours in Chinatown.

STEP INTO HOLLYWOOD HISTORY AT TCL CHINESE THEATRE
The TCL Chinese Theatre is an iconic structure easily identifiable by its architecture that includes two coral red columns topped with an iron mask, bronze roof, a 30-foot stone dragon and two heaven dogs brought from China that guard the entrance. The forecourt has been one of the most popular free attractions since the 1920s, when actress Norma Talmadge accidentally stepped in wet cement during the premiere of Cecil B. DeMille’s “King of Kings.” Now, movie-goers from around the world compare their hands and feet to those of stars past and present, and watch movies at the world’s most famous movie theater where VIP red carpet premieres are held throughout the year.

WALK VENICE BEACH’S OCEAN FRONT WALK • A motley crew awaits for people watchers at Venice Beach’s Ocean Front Walk. The east side of the boardwalk is lined with souvenir shops and restaurants while the west side features street performers of every type: tarot card readers, chainsaw jugglers, roller skaters and more — all hoping for a tip, of course.

WATCH TV LIVE • Be a part of the studio audience for your favorite television shows and game shows. Try your luck auditioning to be on popular game shows; you might find yourself on television and going home with prizes. Tickets are free, but must be obtained in advance. The Los Angeles Tourism & Convention Board offers tips for how to get on a game show.

SEE THE STARS AT GRIFFITH OBSERVATORY • To learn about stars that are truly out of this world, visit the Griffith Observatory. The exhibitions and displays in this renovated Griffith Park landmark are all free, as is an introductory video about the building and its contents. Note, however, that there is a fee for admission to the Samuel Oschin Planetarium.

INDULGE IN HOT DOG HEAVEN AT PINK’S HOT DOGS • A Hollywood legend began when husband-and-wife Paul and Betty Pink took out a $50 loan to buy a hot dog cart to sell chili dogs on the corner of La Brea and Melrose in 1939. Some 75 years later, the hot dog stand, Pink’s Hot Dogs, is run by the same family and has a celebrity following who crave the 30 types of hot dogs on the menu.

PAY YOUR RESPECTS AT THE HOLLYWOOD FOREVER CEMETERY • Founded in 1899 and the final resting place for icons like Johnny Ramone, Cecil B. DeMille and Jayne Mansfield, Hollywood Forever is one of the oldest graveyards in Los Angeles and located right on Santa Monica Boulevard. Hollywood Forever also hosts a variety of events, including their popular outdoor movie nights put on by Cinespia.

GET SMART AT THE NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM • The Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County boasts more than 35 million specimens covering 4.5 billion years of history including a massive dinosaur hall.
ALPI AT PITTI IMMAGINE FILATI
CHRISTMAS NIGHT 2017
CHRISTMAS NIGHT 2017
FROM OUR EXPERIENCE IN THE LOGISTIC AREA, A NEW START-UP FROM ALBINI&PITIGLIANI WAS BORN DEDICATED TO E-COMMERCE

WE CAN FULFILL EVERY ASPECT